This is a fish releaser - the most essential tool any hopeful angler should carry in pocket or
vest. You can make your own or buy one of several on the market. Mine evolved from a
suggestion made by folks at the Oregon Council, Federation of Fly Fishers three or four
decades ago. They were screwing cup hooks into the end of dowels to quickly release fish
without touching them.
Releasers are also helpful in removing hooks from your fishing partner, guide, or self. You can
also use them to create a loop knot out of a Eugene Bend (ask me how).
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Bicycle spokes or stainless steel welding wire are
suitable materials for the hook portion. These
materials are diﬃcult to bend but that is why we use
them. Avoid abrasions as you bend the wire.
Roughness can nick or wear your tippet. I use a
heavy coil spring as a jig for making my bends.
Cut 10-12 cm of wire with dikes or saw designed for
very hard metal. Stainless steel wire will nick most
cutting blades. smooth oﬀ any roughness at the
ends. Bend the wire to your desired shape. You
might want several sizes for diﬀerent size flies.
Carve a suitable handle out of hard wood. Drill a
1/16” hole in the tip and fit your wire hook. Drill
another larger hole at the butt end to attach a lanyard.
Use five minute epoxy to set the wire. You can use
any leftover epoxy to create a finish on the wood.
Now the final step. Catch a fish. Without grabbing
the fish, lay the releaser over the tippet so the line sits
in the end of the wire loop. Run the releaser down to
the barbless hook bend, maintaining tension on the
leader. At this point, the fish often releases itself.
Otherwise just push the hook out of the fish’s lip or
mouth.

